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Architecture 2.0
The era when we use AI/ML methods to

(1) minimize human intervention,
(2) build complex,  efficient systems, 

(3) in a shorter time frame.
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Architecture 
Description



“Act like an architect — design me a custom 64-bit RISC-V processor with 
full vector extension support and optimize it for less than 3 Watt TDP in a 

5 nm LP process node using the TSMC plugin library”
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“... while you are at it add a few custom functional units that 
optimize the experience of XRBench [Hyoukjun et al. MLSys’23]”
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“... and don’t forget to generate all the unit test cases to 
verify the design and explain the design choices.”
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Datasets

What datasets do we need? How we 
should collect these datasets for 

architecture research? What metadata 
should the datasets contain to enable 

broad usage? How do we create standard 
data formats from any ML algorithm?

ML Algorithms

How can we learn and apply new ML 
algorithms to effectively design 

high-performance/efficient systems? How 
do we make our community more 

accessible to ML researchers? How do we 
embrace ML algorithm design as part of 

architecture research?

Best Practices

Can we create a systematic playbook for 
best known methods? How do we ensure 
strong baselines and reproducibility?

Workforce & Training

Can we create a systematic playbook for 
best known methods? How do we ensure 
strong baselines and reproducibility?

Tools & Infrastructure 

How do we reduce the sim2real gap? What 
instrumentation mechanisms do we need 
for creating the datasets? What gym 
environments do we need to enable 
data-centric AI? How do we define 
standard data formats for interoperability?
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Lack of large, high-quality public datasets
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● Need public data, but data 
needs to be held private

● Need to strike a safe balance



Inability to "scrape" the internet for creating 
public datasets
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Data generation from cycle-level/accurate 
simulators is slow and difficult
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Speed

Accuracy
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● Many different algorithms out 
in the wild to choose from

● How do we know which 
algorithm is best suited for 
which architecture problem

● How do we compare these 
algorithms fairly against one 
another

Rapidly evolving ML 
algorithms landscape
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● Take RL for example
○ Many different variants exist
○ New algorithms emerging
○ Hyperparameters

Rapidly evolving ML algorithms landscape
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ML for Systems

● Problem suitability
○ High or low-dimensionality

● Deployment constraints
○ Latency
○ Space/time overheads
○ Hardware
○ Risk/robustness/interpretability

● Data availability
○ Privacy/security
○ Distribution shifts



System 
Performance ReliabilityTask

Performance Generalization

What are the 
compute 

requirements 
needed to train 
and deploy the 

agent?

How stable is 
the agent’s 

performance 
during training 
and inference?

How well does 
the agent 

perform on 
outside tasks 
of what it was 
trained on?

How well does 
the agent 

perform the 
task it was 
trained for?

Cost

What are the 
trade-offs 

between using 
the various ML 

methods?

Difficulty with verifying, validating, and 
interpreting ML algorithms
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Full-stack Co-Design 
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Full-stack Co-Design 
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Parameters
 ~ 1014  to 102300

Large Design SpaceFull-stack Co-Design 
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Full-stack Co-Design 



Tools & Infrastructure
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Tools & Infrastructure
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[Krishnan et al. ISCA’23]
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Solving hard problems needs a community

Encourage 
data-driven AI 
research and 

innovation for 
Architecture 2.0

Foster a collaborative 
community with a 
shared vision of ML 

and systems 
researchers

Develop and share 
curated datasets that 
are representative of 

diverse workloads 
across the community

Promote result 
replicability to 

collectively measure 
progress &  raise the 

SOTA

Ensure equitable 
access to ML 
hardware and 

cutting-edge software 
technologies
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Architectural
Challenges

Competitions

Leaderboards

Datasets

Identify and Curate
Architectural Problems
Target Community: Computer Architects

Hold Competitions
Target Community: 

Computer Architects, ML researchers

Maintain 
Community-wide

Leaderboards
Target Community: Academia + 

Industry, consortium

Curate
Datasets

Target Community: 
Architects, ML 
researchers,
consortium



● Join the activity to define the future of 
architecture 2.0

● Build a community around the fundamental 
challenges we have to collectively address

● August 4th virtual workshop
           https://sites.google.com/g.harvard.edu/arch2 

● Kick-off a community project

A Call to Action
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https://sites.google.com/g.harvard.edu/arch2

